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J.N. Bech needed external advice and 
input on how to optimize the producti-
on flow. On that note, DIS has comple-
ted a pre-project and delivered a new 
inspection and packaging line. 

The company J.N. Bech produces daily many 
customer specific orders, which are typically 
produced, packaged and shipped from day 
to day. An increase in the product mix and 
in sales meant that the company had to 
re-think their set-up to avoid increasing the 
production area and number of employees. 
J.N. Bech got in touch with DIS to discuss the 
options for production improvements.  
After the initial dialogues and presentati-
ons, the task was initiated at the factory in 
Randers with two observation days. It was 
followed by a workshop facilitated by DIS at 
J.N. Bech that also included the operators. 
DIS prepared an idea catalogue with impro-
vement suggestions for the production. The 
ideas were prioritized in close cooperation 
with Camilla and Carsten Bech.
The focus of the pre-project was on the spa-
ce-consuming packaging line, which at times 
turned into a bottleneck. The packaging areas 
were distributed throughout the production, 
where, for example handling of the heavy 
glass panes often resulted in interruptions 
in the flow due to the need for coordination 
between the operators.

The pre-project revealed additional 
saving opportunities
The pre-project was described in an evalua-
tion report together with a proposed layout. 

The result was one processing line where 
one operator will be able to operate it with a 
traverse crane with lifting/turning hooks and 
specially designed sections for inspection, 
tilting and packaging.

- We were continuously involved, and a num-
ber of good solutions were uncovered in our 
cooperation with DIS during the analyses 
phase. Somewhat surprisingly, this phase 
also revealed that several types of packaging 
could be optimized, thereby reducing inven-
tory on cardboard, wood and foam lists, says 
Carsten Bech. 

Production time reduced by 35 percent
J.N. Bech subsequently chose to get DIS to 
develop and manufacture the new inspection 
and packaging line and they have been very 
satisfied with the cooperation throughout 
the process. 

- We were comfortable with the professional 
cooperation from start to finish. We were 
continuously involved and informed and 
everyone was prepared to meet our expe-
ctations and deliver the very best results. 
The investment has improved the working 
environment in the packaging department 
and optimized the packaging process by up 
to 35 percent, says Camilla Bech.

About J.N. Bech
J.N. Bech is a family-owned company founded 
in 1896. The company produces unique glass 
and mirror solutions and all products are of 
Danish design and produced in Denmark. 

Keywords are quality combined with a high 
level of service and predictability. The special 
passion for glass has been in the family for 
generations and today the company is run by 
the 4th generation of the Bech family.

PRODUCTION INVESTMENTS RESULT IN COST

SAVINGS AND A BETTER WORK ENVIRONMENT 
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In cooperation with Actuator Solutions, DIS’ German 
department CREADIS has developed actuators for 
the automotive industry and mobile units. 

Actuator Solutions GmbH is the world’s largest manufacturer 
of Shape Memory Alloy (SMA) actuators for the automotive 
industry, mobile units and the pharmaceutical industry and is 
also a joint venture between two market-leading companies, 
both pioneers within their respective industry; SAES GETTERS 
who produce and supply SMA-wires, springs and components 
and Präzision SE who produce innovative precision systems for 
the pharmaceutical and automotive industry.

SMA belongs to a group of high-tech and super-elastic mate-
rials that can be turned into pre-defined shapes when heated.
Actuator Solutions use the SMA special features to develop 
innovative, compact, energy-saving and low-noise lightweight 
actuators for products such as microfluidic and micro-optical 
drives for all relevant industries. 

Actuator Solutions and CREADIS have worked together since 
2012, and CREADIS has contributed in the development of 
several different actuators for the automotive industry and for 
mobile units. One of the projects CREADIS has participated in 
is the mechanical design and development of a valve used for 
a massage function in luxury car seats. The massage function 
is controlled by many small valves in the seat backrest, which 
regulate the cyclic ventilation in the pneumatic lifting elements 
in a pattern so that the driver experiences the highest possible 
comfort while driving.
As the massage function in the car seat massage function 

ACTUATORS FOR THE AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY 
AND MOBILE UNITS

Photo: Actuator Solutions

requires many valves, it is an advantage to use compact and 
lightweight SMA valves compared to conventional valves.

- We have worked with CREADIS for several years and the ad-
vantage for us is that we have a partner who knows the SMA 
technology, and who knows how we at Actuator Solutions 
wish to implement it in our products, so that we can keep our 
leading position in the market for SMA actuators, says Markus 
Köpfer, CEO at Actuator Solutions GmbH.
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SIMULATION TRAINING GIVES STRONG
PROJECT MANAGEMENT SKILLS

The ability to manage projects well is a strategic priori-
ty for most companies and organizations. Traditionally 
DIS run well-executed projects and have highly skilled 
project managers. Nevertheless, skills must be impro-
ved from time to time, therefore DIS took their own 
medicine and tested their project managers in a Proje-
ctBooster.

DDIS ProjectBooster is a conceptual simulation where people, 
systems and structures can be challenged, trained and analy-
zed. The DIS concept has been used in several contexts, from 
global implementation of IT and processes to product develop-
ment and organizational analysis.

Providing the best executed projects and having the very best 
project managers is a core focus at DIS and among other this is 
ensured by using the DIS project model, DISway. DISway must 
be known inside out by both project managers and internal pro-
ject owners. 
Therefore, over the course of two days, 60 project managers 
and owners were tested, challenged and trained in an artifi-
cial yet realistic situation, where surprises and risks were just 
around each corner. 

DISway was the base for processes and continuous execution 
of tasks that the six project groups and two steering groups had 
to handle, ranging from contract negotiation over alignment 
with the customer for delivery. The final product was a requi-
rement specific crane built with Bilofix® so even the toughest 
engineering skills were challenged in the game. Weaknesses 
were identified and the development potential was strengthe-
ned – all while having fun.

DIS has a constant focus on improvements, and the booster 
identified several adjustments to be made in relation to pro-
cesses and tools and gave even the most experienced project 
managers and project owners significant revelations on mana-
gement, roles and responsibilities, interdisciplinary cooperation 
and customer-minded business knowledge. 

Do you have the courage to test your organization in a 
ProjectBooster session? DIS did and became even bet-
ter. Write to mail@d-i-s.dk if you would like to learn 
more about DIS ProjectBooster.

ProjectBooster benefits
• Ensures project readiness and startup
• Provides high level of preparation and minimizes risks
• Upgrades the individual project participant with new 

knowledge and behavior
• Aligns language, understandings, methods and work 

processes
• Increases cooperation and productivity across 

departments
• Visualizes and optimizes new or existing processes – 

cross functionally
• Creates personal and prioritized skills improvement plans
• Internal strengthening or optimization of relations, 

communication and culture
• Insight to future challenges

The specific purpose of ProjectBooster
• Training teams in the use of methods, processes and 

systems
• Preparation of project start-up – high performance from 

day one
• Identification of interface conflicts
• Analysis of operational and cooperation problems 
• Organizational development and change management
• Increase in project execution capacity (SoW, time, cost, 

quality)



DIS EMPLOYEES MOVING OUT
Mikkel and Jonas got to know each other at univer-
sity, later they became colleagues at DIS and now 
the two software engineers have started their own 
company Benefit Technologies. 

They have always had a dream of inventing something and of 
creating a business based on their passion, and their passi-
on is software. Mikkel Stampe and Jonas West Alrø are both 
software engineers from Aarhus University. At DIS they started 
out as interns, then they became student assistants and after 
their graduation they were employed fulltime in the software 
department at DIS. For two years, Mikkel and Jonas were invol-
ved in exciting and challenging projects, tasks that prepared 
them and gave them the courage to keep going.

- As software engineers we are interested in IoT, Internet of 
Things. The whole idea of upgrading something old to so-
mething new is very fascinating and this is also how we got the 
idea for our fitness platform Beefit, says Jonas.

Beefit is a fitness platform that can automatically track all data 
during a fitness session by using special developed sensors 
installed on the fitness equipment in a fitness center. With 
the sensors mounted, the machine can register, who is using 
the machine and how it is used. The user must beep into the 
machine with a bracelet or a watch. Subsequently, all data will 
be available to the user in the ‘Beefit Tracker’ app.

Fulltime entrepreneurs
Whenever Mikkel and Jonas were not working at DIS, they would 
spend every evening and weekend on developing the fitness 
platform. But things were moving along too slowly. They had 

to go all in, if Beefit was to take off. So, the two entrepreneurs 
talked to the management at DIS and told them about the pro-
ject. DIS wanted to help, so instead of them being employed 
fulltime at DIS, they became freelance workers. At the same 
time, they rented a DIS project hotel with access to the lab and 
all the other in-house facilities. 

- I clearly remember what it was like to be a young entrepreneur, 
and it is very satisfying to me that we are able to support the 
employees who have a dream of becoming an entrepreneur, 
and who have the courage to pursue the dream. We are proud 
of this, says Michael Gadeberg, founder of DIS.

It has been two years since Mikkel and Jonas went fulltime with 
Benefit Technologies, and today the Beefit fitness platform is 
installed in LOOP fitness’ 100 fitness centers across the coun-
try. The project hotel rental agreement has been terminated 
and Benefit Technologies have moved into larger facilities in 
Aarhus – with plenty of room to grow. 
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About Benefit Technologies
Benefit Technologies is a young and ambitious 
start-up company. We wish to motivate people to do 
more exercise and we want to do it with innovative 
technology. Our first product called Beefit consists 
of sensors that can be mounted on existing fitness 
equipment. Once Beefit is mounted to the fitness 
equipment it is able to register who is using it and 
how it is used. All data is presented to the user in 
our app.



ADJUSTABLE AVIATION LIGHT POLE
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Siemens Gamesa approached CREADIS to support 
them in the development of adjustable light poles.

Siemen Gamesa’s generation of blades had increased in length 
and in order to remain compliant with regulation, the aviation 
warning lights had to be positioned higher as well. The biggest 
issue now with these aviation light poles was to enable main-
tenance of the lights on the longer poles without the use of 
cranes.

Their idea of an adjustable pole as a solution to this problem 
was realized by CREADIS, to the full satisfaction of Siemens 
Gamesa, and it is already installed today. 

But CREADIS’ work didn’t stop with the development. We also 
made sure that everything was produced according to the 
required quality standards. We found the most suitable ma-
nufacturing plant and made sure that everything was delivered 
as planned to each site where the new aviation light poles were 
needed.

With CREADIS’ mechanical solution, it is now possible to lower 
the tip of the pole to a position that is in reach of the mainten-
ance crew for easy inspection or exchange of parts.

Photo: Siemens Gamesa
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Denmark | Germany | Poland | Spain | USA 

DIS (Dansk IngeniørService A/S) is an international knowledge company providing consultancy 
and engineering services as well as turn-key solutions to industries. DIS is represented in 
Denmark, Poland, Spain, Germany and USA, has a total of 17 offices worldwide and employs 
more than 500 engineers and consultants. In Denmark, the name is DIS and internationally 
the name is CREADIS. Since the foundation in 1997 DIS has experienced a stable growth and a 
healthy economy. www.d-i-s.dk.

Since March we have welcomed a number of new colleagues:

Since March, DIS/CREADIS has grown by 1,41 percent in number of employees.

Arkadiusz 
Malinowski
Mechanical Engineer, 
Mechanics, Krakow

Andreas Kremser
Project Engineer, 
HW/SW, Nürnberg

Garry Kwan
Mechanical Engineer, 
Mechanics, Krakow

Enrique Alejandro 
Perez Rodriguez
Mechanical Engineer, 
Mechanics, Krakow

Mikel Andonegi Aldaz
Chief Engineer, 
Business Development, 
Barcelona

Asmus Herløw
Senior Mechanical 
Engineer, 
Mechanics, Copenhagen

Hamid Reza Pieki
Mechanical Engineer, 
Mechanics, Esbjerg

Piotr Wierzchowiec
Mechanical Engineer, 
Mechanics, Krakow

Bastian Strauch
Department Manager, 
Nürnberg

Jacob Nielsen
Mechanical Engineer, 
Mechanics, Sønderborg

Sherzad Ali
Student Assistant, 
HW/SW, Aarhus

Claus Haldrup
Head of PMO-Q, 
Aarhus

Jesper Jacobsen
Sales Manager, 
Sønderborg

Simon Peter Lund 
Wiese
Project Engineer, 
E&A, Aarhus

Claus Kold Sørensen
Marketing Coordinator, 
Aarhus

Jessica Lehrer
Sales Manager, USA

Steffen Altmeier
Project Engineer, 
HW/SW, Nürnberg

Jette Randrup Elkjær
Receptionist, Aarhus

Elias Rubin Peterson
Mechanical Engineer, 
Mechanics, 
Copenhagen

Lukasz Linkiewicz
IT Supporter, 
Krakow

Mads Balling 
Nørgaard
Project Engineer, 
E&A, Aarhus

production and/or make products and services more valuable to 
the customers.

The 3 spot courses fall/winter 2019-2020:
• How to apply Internet of Things in your company
• Make the most of the board of directors in small and 

medium-sized companies
• How to manage source codes and version control

Learn more at www.d-i-s.dk.

In a cooperation with EA Dania, DIS Academy now provides a series 
of free courses within digitization, automation, board of directors’ 
work, management and project management. 
The purpose of this unique cooperation is to strengthen the local 
business community’s competitiveness in a market with stronger 
competitors from both Denmark and abroad by providing it with 
tools for digitizing products, productions and processes and tools 
that can strengthen an organization as well as management. 

We know that digitization is on the agenda in most companies, but 
also that getting digitization to work is an enormous task, especially 
for the small and medium-sized companies. We will not be able to 
eliminate that challenge, but we will be able to make the challenge 
more manageable with education and a targeted effort, and in most 
cases, we will be able to divide the task into manageable steps.

The series of free courses for the local business community starts 
with a course focusing on how small and medium sized companies 
can make the most of Internet of Things technologies – save cost in 


